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1. Important informaton and who we are

Purpose of this privacy notce

Janah Management Company Ltd respects your privacy and is commited to protectng your personal datae
This privacy notce will inform you as to how we look afer your personal data when you either visit our
website (regardless of where you visit it from) or interact with us in other ways, and tells you about your
privacy rights and how the law protects youe 

Janah Management Company Ltd collects and processes your personal  data through phone, email,  post,
electronic database entries (such as hippobase) and your use of this website, including any data you may
provide through this website when you register your detailse

This website is not intended for children and we do not knowingly collect data relatng to childrene

It is important that you read this privacy notce together with any other privacy notce or fair processing
notce we may provide on specific occasions when we are collectng or processing personal data about you
so that you are fully aware of how and why we are using your datae This privacy notce supplements the
other notces and is not intended to override theme 

For  the  purposes  of  compliance  with  data  protecton  laws,  the  Company  is  the  Data  Controller  and
responsible for your personal data and adhering to data protecton and privacy laws within the regions in
which it operatese 

The applicaton of this Privacy Notce is outlined in detail in this documente 

This document will be published on the website accordinglye 

You have the right to make a complaint at any tme by contactng the data protecton and data privacy
regulatory authority within your geographical regione We would, however, appreciate the chance to deal
with your concerns before you approach the relevant authority so please contact us in the first instancee 

Changes to the privacy notce

This version was last updated on 11 July 2018

Third-party links

This website may include links to third-party websites, clicking on those links or enabling those connectons
may allow third partes to collect or share data about youe We do not control these third-party websites and
are not responsible for their privacy statementse When you leave our website, we encourage you to read the
privacy notce of every website you visite
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2. The data we collect about you

Personal data, or personal informaton, means any informaton about an individual from which that person
can be identfiede It does not include data where the identty has been removed (anonymous data)e

We may collect, use, store and transfer diferent kinds of personal data about you which we have grouped
together follows:

 Identty Data may include [first name, maiden name, last name, username or similar identfier, ttle,
passport informaton, visa informatonne

 Contact Data may include [delivery address, email address and telephone numberne

 Technical Data may include [internet protocol (IP) address, your login data, browser type and version,
tme zoone setng and locaton, browser plug-in types and versions, operatng system and plaform and
other technology on the devices you use to access this websitene 

 Profle Data may include [your email address and contact detailsne  

 Usage Data may include [informaton about how you use our website, products and servicesne 

 Marketng and Communicatons Data may include [your preferences in receiving marketng from us and
our third partes and your communicaton preferencesne

We do not collect, use or share Aggregated Data such as statstcal or demographic data for any purposee

We do not collect any Special Categories of Personal Data about you (this includes details about your race
or ethnicity,  religious or  philosophical  beliefs,  sex life,  sexual  orientaton,  politcal  opinions,  trade union
membership,  informaton  about  your  health  and  genetc  and  biometric  data)e  Nor  do  we  collect  any
informaton about criminal convictons and ofencese

If you fail to provide personal data

Where we need to collect personal data by law, or under the terms of a contract we have with you and you
fail to provide that data when requested, we may not be able to perform the contract we have or are trying
to enter into with you (for example, to provide you with services)e In this case, we may have to cancel a
service you have with us but we will notfy you if this is the case at the tmee 

3. How is your personal data collected?

We use diferent methods to collect data from and about you including through:

 Direct  interactons. You may give us details of your Identty, including but not limited to,  your name,
address,  phone  &  fax  number,  e-mail  address,  passport  and  visa  copies  (and  details  therein)
delivery/shipping address informaton, and payment informaton by filling in forms or by corresponding
with us by post, phone, email or otherwisee This includes personal data you provide when you:

 apply for our services;

 provide services; 

 give us some feedbacke 
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 Automated technologies or interactons. As you interact with our website, we may automatcally collect
Technical Data about your equipment, browsing actons and paternse We collect this personal data by
using cookies, [server logsn and other similar technologiese [We may also receive Technical Data about
you if you visit other websites employing our cookiesen Please see our cookie policy for further detailse

 Third partes or publicly available sources. We may receive personal data about you from various third
partes and public sources as set out below: 

 Technical Data from the following partes:

(a) analytcs providers [such as Google based outside the EUn; 

(b) search informaton providerse

 Identty and Contact Data from publicly available sourcese

4. How we use your personal data

We will only use your personal data when the law allows us toe Most commonly, we will use your personal
data in the following circumstances:

 Where we need to perform the contract, we are about to enter into or have entered into with youe

 Where it  is  necessary for our legitmate interests (or those of  a third party) and your interests and
fundamental rights do not override those interestse

 Where we need to comply with a legal or regulatory obligatone

Generally, we do not rely on consent as a legal basis for processing your personal data other than in relaton
to sending third party direct marketng communicatons to you via email or text messagee You have the right
to withdraw consent to marketng at any tme by contactng use

Purposes for which we will use your personal data

We have set out below, in a table format, a descripton of all the ways we plan to use your personal data, and
which of the legal bases we rely on to do soe We have also identfied what our legitmate interests are where
appropriatee

Note that we may process your personal data for more than one lawful ground depending on the specific
purpose for which we are using your datae Please  contact us if you need details about the specific legal
ground we are relying on to process your personal data where more than one ground has been set out in the
table belowe 

Purpose/Actvity Type of data Lawful  basis  for processing including basis
of legitmate interest

To register you as a new customer (a) Identty 

(b) Contact

Performance of a contract with you

To  manage  our  relatonship  with
you which will include:

(a) Notfying you about changes to
our terms or privacy policy

(a) Identty 

(b) Contact 

(c) Profile 

(a) Performance of a contract with you 

(b)  Necessary  to  comply  with  a  legal
obligaton

To  administer  and  protect  our
business and this website (including
troubleshootng,  data  analysis,

(a) Identty

(b) Contact

(a) Necessary for our legitmate interests (for
running  our  business,  provision  of
administraton  and  IT  services,  network
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testng,  system  maintenance,
support,  reportng  and  hostng  of
data)  

(c) Technical security, to prevent fraud and in the context
of  a  business  reorganisaton  or  group
restructuring exercise)

(b)  Necessary  to  comply  with  a  legal
obligaton

Janah Management Company Ltd uses the data we collect to provide the Services we ofere 

This data processing is necessary for the performance of the agreement or contract we have with you (or
with a third party but in which you are involved)e 

Janah Management Company Ltd will not sell personal informaton about youe We only disclose your data as
described in this Statemente 

We may share informaton with the following types of third partese

Janah Management Company Ltd uses a variety of  third-party vendors and partners  such as Organising
Commitees, government agencies, road transporters, airlines, customs agents, freight forward services and
credit card processing facilites to fulfil our agreements and contracts with youe We only share your personal
data as necessary, this may be by post, phone, email or otherwisee 

We will use your data to fulfil our contractual obligatons and provide a service that you have requested or
authorizoed and only with vendors or agents working on our behalf for the purposes described herewithe  

Your personal  informaton will  be shared with  these agents or  contractors  but only for  the purpose of
performing services on behalf of Janah Management Company Ltd and in accordance with this documente 

When legally required, or when strictly necessary for the performance of the services, we will disclose your
personal  informaton to law enforcement authorites  including but not limited to airport  and veterinary
authoritese 

Cookies

You can set your browser to refuse all or some browser cookies, or to alert you when websites set or access
cookiese  If  you  disable  or  refuse  cookies,  please  note  that  some  parts  of  this  website  may  become
inaccessible or not functon properlye For more informaton about the cookies we use, please see our Cookie
Policye 

Change of purpose 

We will  only  use  your personal  data  for  the purposes  for  which we collected it,  unless  we reasonably
consider that we need to use it for another reason and that reason is compatble with the original purpose 

If we need to use your personal data for an unrelated purpose, we will notfy you and we will explain the
legal basis which allows us to do soe
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Please note that we may process your personal data without your knowledge or consent, in compliance with
the above rules, where this is required or permited by lawe

5. Data security

We have put in place appropriate security measures to prevent your personal data from being accidentally
lost,  used or accessed in an unauthorised way, altered or disclosede In additon, we limit  access to your
personal data to those employees, agents, contractors and other third partes who have a business need to
knowe  They will  only  process  your personal  data  on our instructons and they are  subject  to  a  duty  of
confidentalitye 

We will notfy you and any applicable regulator of a breach where we are legally required to do soe

How long will you use my personal data for?

We will only retain your personal data for as long as we deem it necessary to fulfil our services to you, to
fulfil  the purposes  we collected it  for,  including  for  the purposes  of  satsfying  any legal,  accountng,  or
reportng requirementse 

To determine the appropriate  retenton period for  personal  data,  we consider  the amount,  nature,  and
sensitvity of  the personal  data,  the potental risk of  harm from unauthorised use or disclosure of  your
personal data, the purposes for which we process your personal data and whether we can achieve those
purposes through other means, and the applicable legal requirementse

Details of retenton periods for diferent aspects of your personal data are available in our retenton policy
which you can request from us by contactng use

In some circumstances you can ask us to delete your data: please contact us if you wish us to do soe 

In some circumstances we may anonymise your personal data (so that it can no longer be associated with
you) for research or  statstcal  purposes in which case we may use this  informaton indefinitely without
further notce to youe 

6. Your legal rights

Under certain circumstances, you have rights under data protecton laws in relaton to your personal datae 

>Request access to your personal data (commonly known as a "data subject access request")e This enables
you to receive a copy of the personal data we hold about you and to check that we are lawfully processing ite

>Request correcton of the personal data that we hold about youe This enables you to have any incomplete
or inaccurate data we hold about you corrected, though we may need to verify the accuracy of the new data
you provide to use

>Request erasure of your personal datae This enables you to ask us to delete or remove personal data where
there is no good reason for us contnuing to process ite You also have the right to ask us to delete or remove
your personal data where you have successfully exercised your right to object to processing (see below),
where we may have processed your informaton unlawfully or where we are required to erase your personal
data to comply with local lawe Note, however, that we may not always be able to comply with your request
of erasure for specific legal reasons which will be notfied to you, if applicable, at the tme of your requeste 

>Object to processing of your personal data where we are relying on a legitmate interest (or those of a third
party) and there is something about your partcular situaton which makes you want to object to processing
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on this ground as you feel it impacts on your fundamental rights and freedomse You also have the right to
object where we are processing your personal data for direct marketng purposese In some cases, we may
demonstrate that we have compelling legitmate grounds to process your informaton which override your
rights and freedomse

>Request  restricton  of  processing  of  your  personal  datae  This  enables  you  to  ask  us  to  suspend  the
processing  of  your  personal  data  in  the  following  scenarios:  (a)  if  you  want  us  to  establish  the  data's
accuracy; (b) where our use of the data is unlawful but you do not want us to erase it; (c) where you need us
to hold the data even if we no longer require it as you need it to establish, exercise or defend legal claims; or
(d) you have objected to our use of your data but we need to verify whether we have overriding legitmate
grounds to use ite 

>Request the transfer  of your personal data to you or to a third partye We will provide to you, or a third
party you have chosen, your personal data in a structured, commonly used, machine-readable formate Note
that this right only applies to automated informaton which you initally provided consent for us to use or
where we used the informaton to perform a contract with youe 

> Withdraw consent at any tme where we are relying on consent to process your personal datae However,
this will not afect the lawfulness of any processing carried out before you withdraw your consente If you
withdraw your consent, we may not be able to provide certain products or services to youe We will advise
you if this is the case at the tme you withdraw your consente

If you wish to exercise any of the legal rights set out above, please contact use 

No fee usually required

You will not have to pay a fee to access your personal data (or to exercise any of the other rights)e However, we
may charge a reasonable fee if your request is clearly unfounded, repettve or excessivee Alternatvely, we
may refuse to comply with your request in these circumstancese

What we may need from you

We may need to request specific informaton from you to help us confirm your identty and ensure your right to
access your personal data (or to exercise any of your other rights)e This is a security measure to ensure that
personal data is not disclosed to any person who has no right to receive ite We may also contact you to ask
you for further informaton in relaton to your request to speed up our responsee

Time limit to respond

We try to respond to all legitmate requests within one monthe Occasionally it may take us longer than a month
if your request is partcularly complex or you have made a number of requestse In this case, we will notfy
you and keep you updatede 
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7. Glossary

LAWFUL BASIS

Legitmate Interest means the interest of our business in conductng and managing our business to enable us
to give you the best service/product and the best and most secure experiencee We make sure we consider
and balance any potental impact on you (both positve and negatve) and your rights before we process your
personal data for our legitmate interestse We do not use your personal data for actvites where our interests
are overridden by the impact on you (unless we have your consent or are otherwise required or permited to
by  law)e  You  can  obtain  further  informaton  about  how  we  assess  our  legitmate  interests  against  any
potental impact on you in respect of specific actvites by contactng us

Performance of Contract means processing your data where it is necessary for the performance of a contract
to which you are a party or to take steps at your request before entering into such a contracte

Comply with a legal or regulatory obligaton means processing your personal data where it is necessary for
compliance with a legal or regulatory obligaton that we are subject toe
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